**WHAT WILL YOU DO?**

- Working on product with a big audience and helping millions of users listening to their favorite artists all over the world.
- Working within one of our internal startups, you work on a real-life project that will be launched in production.
- Collaborate with people across teams: Developers, Product Managers, Design.
- Learn new things everyday in an agile environment.

**WHO YOU ARE**

- **Tech Team**
- **Master's degree**
- **Paris**

**YOU'RE GOOD AT**

- Quality code
- Problem-solving
- Team work

**YOUR FAVORITE TOOLS**

- PHP
- JavaScript / React
- HTML, CSS

**YOU'RE LOOKING FOR**

- A **real-life project** from start to finish: you'll work on a project that will be launched in production before your internship finishes.
- A **proximity with experts** with regular one-to-one with Lead Developers to ask your questions.
- An **environment that will make you grow** with several “Tech Lunches”, short presentations given by fellow Deezer employees, on a broad range of subjects.

Send an email to iwanttojoin@deezer.com
Data Scientist

Analytics Team  
Master’s degree  
Paris

WHAT WILL YOU DO?

- Working on algorithms and help millions of people discovering new music matching their taste.
- Building compelling data visualizations that can be understood by stakeholders throughout the organization.
- Dig into our mountains of data (Hadoop Cluster: Pig/Hive/Spark/...) finding a needle in a haystack!
- Having fun: we have some of the most interesting big data usecases in Europe.

WHO YOU ARE

YOU’RE GOOD AT
- Statistics
- Being curious
- Spotting patterns

YOU’RE LOOKING FOR
- A real-life project from start to finish: you’ll work on a project that will be launched in production before your internship finishes
- A proximity with experts with regular one-to-one with Lead Developers to ask your questions
- An environment that will make you grow with several “Tech Lunches”, short presentations given by fellow Deezer employees, on a broad range of subjects

YOUR FAVORITE TOOLS
- Machine Learning
- Tableau
- SAS

Send an email to iwanttojoin@deezer.com
WHAT WILL YOU DO?

Working within one of our internal startups, you work on a real-life project that will be launched in production.

- Improve our APIs and SDKs to power user experience.

Collaborate closely with the Web Engineering team and help to improve the production process with innovative solutions and tools.

Learn new things everyday in an agile environment.

YOU'RE GOOD AT

- Quality code
- Problem-solving
- Team work

YOUR FAVORITE TOOLS

- C
- PHP, JavaScript
- MySql

YOU'RE LOOKING FOR

- A real-life project from start to finish: you’ll work on a project that will be launched in production before your internship finishes.
- A proximity with experts with regular one-to-one with Lead Developers to ask your questions.
- An environment that will make you grow with several “Tech Lunches”, short presentations given by fellow Deezer employees, on a broad range of subjects.

Send an email to iwantojoin@deezer.com
WHAT WILL YOU DO?

- Helping build the best features for our applications. Adopting a design thinking approach and working in an agile environment.
- Working within one of our internal startups, you work with the product team to align with the startup strategy.
- Building a roadmap, producing UX maps, user flows and wireframes.
- Having a great time obviously, as you will affect people’s lives at an emotional level. We’re talking about music here.

WHO YOU ARE

YOU’RE GOOD AT
- Understanding UX principles
- Being passionate about the tech ecosystem
- Thinking out of the box

YOU’RE LOOKING FOR
- A real-life project from start to finish: you’ll work on a project that will be launched in production before your internship finishes
- A proximity with experts with regular one-to-one with Lead Developers to ask your questions
- An environment that will make you grow with several “Tech Lunches”, short presentations given by fellow Deezer employees, on a broad range of subjects

YOUR FAVORITE TOOLS
- Sketch
- Axure
- Balsamiq

Send an email to iwanttojoin@deezer.com
**WHAT WILL YOU DO?**

- Working within our Research & Development division, you are at the heart of our future technologies and features.
- Dig into an extensive literature review of music classification using audio and lyrics.
- Identify and build a new classification system that takes both audio and lyrics as inputs.
- Evaluate and compare the system with state-of-the-art methods.

**WHO YOU ARE**

- **Working within our Research & Development division, you are at the heart of our future technologies and features.**
- **Dig into an extensive literature review of music classification using audio and lyrics.**
- **Identify and build a new classification system that takes both audio and lyrics as inputs.**
- **Evaluate and compare the system with state-of-the-art methods.**

**YOU'RE GOOD AT**

- Machine learning
- Audio Processing
- Development

**YOUR FAVORITE TOOLS**

- SVM, HMM, Neural Networks
- Python, Matlab
- State-of-the-art methods

**YOU'RE LOOKING FOR**

- **A real-life project** from start to finish: you’ll work on a project that will be launched in production before your internship finishes.
- **A proximity with experts** with regular one-to-one with Lead Developers to ask your questions.
- **An environment that will make you grow** with several “Tech Lunches”, short presentations given by fellow Deezer employees, on a broad range of subjects.

Send an email to iwantojoin@deezer.com
Life at Deezer

What working with us looks like. It’s not the usual “perks and benefits”. It’s all the little things that make a huge difference.

Great locations
Stocked kitchens with free drinks and fruit
Office music
Yoga, pilates and boxing classes
Invitations to live gigs
Friday drinks, summer and winter parties
In-house Deezer Sessions with your favorite artists
Gig tickets
Hackathons & meetups
Deezer Breakfast (HQ)
Gym access
Paroles d’ex stagiaires

On dit souvent que le temps passe plus vite chez Deezer. Au bout de quelques semaines de test, mes managers se fondaient sur mes résultats pour prendre des décisions stratégiques, qui impactaient directement nos distributeurs. Au bout de quelques mois, je présentais seul mes recherches devant les head of des labels. Six mois après être arrivé avec peu d’expérience, aujourd’hui j’ai une véritable expertise sur la régulation des streams. Je suis resté à la suite de mon stage parce qu’ici, j’ai la liberté de construire un projet qui porte mon empreinte.

Pierre, Data Scientist

Mon poste actuel, je l’ai crée en arrivant, alors que j’étais encore en césure et n’avais que 6 mois d’expérience dans un grand groupe. Aujourd’hui le poste que j’occupe me correspond à 100%, donc j’ai voulu continuer et on a transformé mon stage en alternance. Il y a une vraie politique de rétention des talents pour ceux qui veulent continuer à grandir chez Deezer.

Diane, HR Communication
Je suis rentré chez Deezer sur un gros projet dans une équipe de 2, donc forcément, j’ai dû toucher à tout dès le début. Je ne pensais pas avoir une telle liberté sur le projet. Après 6 mois, je ressentais la même excitation qu’au début, j’étais donc hyper partant pour continuer en CDI. Pour moi Deezer, c’est l’endroit où j’ai le plus appris sur mon domaine.

Nathan, Software engineer

Je fais partie d’une équipe transverse : on aide les équipes à créer des liens, en proposant des outils ou en organisant des événements. En 2017, on a hébergé deux hackathons internes, et un externe. La vie de l’entreprise est rythmée par beaucoup d’events pros ou informels : il y a les meetups, mais aussi le petit déj de toute l’entreprise le mardi matin et les vendredinks. Forcément, ça crée une cohésion d’ensemble au-delà des équipés. J’ai continué chez Deezer parce que j’apprends tous les jours dans une super ambiance.

Benjamin, Web engineer